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Background of cover picture:
SIMS, Lonavala was declared the top maritime training institute in India after 
scoring highest in the CIP (Comprehensive Inspection Programme) run by the 
Directorate of Shipping, Government of India. SIMS scored an Industry best of 
97.8% in the assessment. 
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Samundra Spirit is a quarterly in-house 
magazine produced by Samundra Institute 
of Maritime Studies (SIMS) for private 
circulation.

Our Editorial Team wants to hear from you!

If you wish to submit any feedbacks and/or 
contributions, feel free to write to the Editor at: 
samundraspirit@samundra.com

*Please note we reserve the right to publish 
your letters/articles or an edited version of it 
in all print & electronic media.

Editorial Note
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Time is not measured by the passing of years, but by what one does, 
what one feels and what one achieves.

- Jawaharlal Nehru, first PM of India

Through this 30th issue of the Samundra Spirit, we do hope we are not just counting the 
number of past issues, but rather, counting the value created and experience being shared 
for the betterment of people and the maritime industry that we belong to.

The success of SIMS and ESM is not just about the past we have lived so far but rather, the 
endeavour that every day and every moment is made towards creatively making the future 
better and more meaningful for the industry in the days to come. The articles in this issue, 
once again bring out the personal experiences, thoughts and passion for sharing and learning 
through them.

In the knowledge category, articles on Engine Power Calculation to Methodology of Electrical 
Fault Finding to various Energy Saving Options Onboard show the in-house expertise that 
goes into making our engineers fully equipped to handle practical issues onboard. We have 
also continued with the second part of the article on ECDIS. Capt. Karandikar shares his 
experience of sailing on an offshore vessel and how it is different from the traditional ocean 
going vessels. Keep flipping the pages to soak the knowledge from the rest of the lucid 
articles on both nautical and engineering topics.

The R&D team of SIMS has come out with their interesting story of experimenting with the 
plankton culture for testing their Ballast Water Treatment System. However, the highlight of 
the issue has to be the proud announcement of SIMS being graded the top maritime training 
institute of the country. Indeed, a widely known but officially acknowledged achievement 
as expressed by our Chief Guest during the DNS passing out event in July. Our hearty 
congratulations to the team behind this achievement. Please check out page 6 for the  
detailed story.

Regular features of the magazine including the case study, cadets’ diary and campus news 
that includes the graduation of the 17th batch of DNS cadets marking another milestone of 
the institute and the organization. To the great delight of all of us at ESM & SIMS, the number 
of junior officers starting their career in the fleet is increasing each month as seen from the 
photographs in this issue. A hearty welcome to all of them and we wish them the very best.
Overall, we do hope we have brought out another  good collection of informative and 
interesting articles for our readers and look forward to having your feedback and comments 
as always,

Happy reading and keep safe always,
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A Message from Capt William J. Diehl
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Abhijit Nalawade
Santosh Tapkire
R&D
SIMS, Lonavala

Testing Ballast Water Treatment System 
with Plankton Culture 

It seems to be inevitable that IMO’s 
ballast water convention will come into 
force in the near future. SIMS R&D here 
at Lonavala has already been at work in 
view of this upcoming implementation and 
has developed a skid mounted modular 
ballast water treatment system (BWTS) 
that’s capable of treating 300m3 of ballast 
water in an hour. We’re currently in the 
process of testing the BWTS to determine 
the effectiveness of system. Effectiveness 
of system is measured in terms of removal 
or disinfection of organisms in challenge 
water. This article will throw some light on 
these organisms, such as planktons, and 
need of their culture at SIMS.

Basically, planktons are a diverse group of 
organism living in the water column. They 
provide a crucial source of food to many large 
aquatic organisms. There are two main types 
of planktons: phytoplankton and zooplankton. 
Phytoplanktons are the primary producers and 
are food of zooplankton. Within the plankton, 
Holoplankton spends their entire lifecycle as 
plankton (most algae, copepods, salps). By 
contrast, Meroplankton are only planktic for 
part of their lives (usually the larval stage), and 
then graduate to either a Nektic or Benthic.

For testing of BWTS developed, lake water 
has been considered as a challenge water. To 
confirm the aforesaid requirement of plankton 
concentration available in lake water, a study 
has been carried out with the samples were 
taken from the lake. The following families 
of phytoplankton are found in SIMS Campus 
Lake of Lonavala viz. Cyanophyceae, 
Euglenophyceae, Chlorophyceae and 
Bacillariophyceae. Lake water carries 20 to 
30 planktons per ml sizing from 5um to 20um 
against the requirement of 1000/ml. This has 
been due to poor nutrient level in the lake 
water; low DO in the lake water; chlorophyll 
a (Chl a). 

Based on the results obtained after carrying 
out study on lake water it has been decided to 
culture the planktons to very high concentration 
at in-house laboratory. It has been planned 

to inject very high concentrated water full 
of phytoplankton into the lake water before 
passing through the BWTS. The schematic of 
the setup has been depicted in fig.5

Currently, SIMS R&D is in the process of 
culturing phytoplankton. A literature study 
pertaining to planktonic culture has also 
been carried out.  For planktons growth, the 
following conditions are needed as they do 
photosynthesis 1) Light Source, 2) Sufficient 
Air, 3) Nutrition (Fertilizers) Medium. Taking all 

C H A L L E N G E  W A T E R

Sr. No. Organism Size 
Class

Organism 
Category

Total 
Concentration Diversity

1 ≥ 50 μm Planktons > 105 organisms/
m3

5 species across 
3 phyla

2 Between 10 – 50 μm Planktons >103 organisms/ml 5 species across 
3 phyla

3 ---- Heterotrophic 
bacteria > 10,000/ml

Table No. 1

Fig.5 Schematic arrangement for injecting cultured planktons in BWTS

Fig3. Samples of algae

Fig.2 samples of  Corepods

Fig4. Planktons found in SIMS lake water

Fig.1 samples of Holoplanktona
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It’s now official. SIMS is the top maritime 
training institute in India after scoring 
highest in the CIP (Comprehensive 
Inspection Programme) of the 
Directorate of Shipping, Government of 
India following its recent inspection of 
the institute.

SIMS has been recognised far and wide as 
one of the top maritime training institutes in 
the world but there was no gradation tool 
which could officially declare it. The steps 
taken by the Government of India is indeed 
laudable since bringing about a uniform 
grading system under one umbrella for 
all the pre-sea maritime training institutes 
across the country. This has brought to light 
the level and standard of each maritime 
institute as well as prepare the country for 
bridging any gap towards putting in the 
forefront of the world maritime industry.

The grading encompasses of various 
aspects which are relevant to top quality 
training. It was with this intent that 
the Indian administration devised and 
implemented a comprehensive inspection 
and grading programme under the aegis 
of Directorate General of Shipping, Govt. 
of India. The Directorate decided to rope 
in the manpower and vast experience of 

the classification societies to conduct the 
Comprehensive Inspection Programme 
(C-I-P) on behalf of the administration.

The inspection programme essentially 
comprises of five subsections which are 
all indicators of efficient and credible 
functioning of a quality Maritime Training 
Institute. The scope of the inspection 
includes major aspects like Infrastructure 
& learning ambience, Quality of training 
imparted, Student development 
programmes, placement history, and overall 
performance & management.

In the C-I-P audit carried out by ClassNK 
in the year 2015, SIMS faired brilliantly and 
secured A1 (outstanding) in all individual 
categories. The overall grade was also A1 
(outstanding) with an industry best score of 
97.8%, corroborating the views of all visitors 
to our campus.  With this score SIMS tops 
the list of 60 odd Pre-sea maritime training 
institutes in India, very much doing justice 
to our vision which states,

“We aspire to be the leading maritime 
institute known for its excellence in training 
and innovations in the field of marine and 
allied industries of the world.”  

SIMS Stands Tall Among All 
Pre-sea Maritime Institutes 
in India

these into consideration the setup was made 
[fig 6.] and followed the standard method 
adopted for culture of phytoplankton.  The 
conditions include parameters such as 
water salinity, pH, and fertilizer quantity.

The increased number of planktons in tank 
found after starting culture is shown in fig.7. 
The graph shows rapid rise in number of 
planktons from 5800 /ml to 15200/ml in the 
span of 6 days.
 

After achieving the number of planktons 
required, tests will be conducted to 
determine the efficacy of developed BWTS 
to satisfy IMO as well as USCG-Phase-I 
regulation. The results of these experiments 
will be shared in subsequent issues of 
Samundra Spirit. 

Planktons Growth Trend
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Since the implementation of the fourth 
chapter to the MARPOL Annex VI on 
January 2013, ships and ship-owners have 
been compelled to explore new ways and 
means of reducing their carbon emissions 
and greenhouse gases (GHG). The 
MARPOL Annex VI sets the global limits 
on ship exhaust emission and the fourth 
chapter that was added made Energy 
Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) mandatory 
for new ships, and Ship Energy Efficiency 
Management Plan (SEEMP) mandatory for 
all ships. This article will be focusing on 
such existing and upcoming measures 
to curb emissions in order to meet these 
requirements.

According to estimates available, shipping 
accounts for almost 3% of the global CO2 

emissions. Regulators therefore felt an urgent 
need to implement measures to bring down 
this figure in a phased but aggressive manner; 
one such was to put in place limitations 
on fuel quality as well as engine design. 

• EEDI relates to value of mass of CO2 
emissions for transport work to ship size 
which may be produced.

• SEEMP - Ships are required to make and 
implement a programme as an operational 
tool to improve energy efficiency.

Some of the options for the reduction of GHG 
that are already considered are as follows:-
1) Improvements in hull structure and ship 

design
2) Using alternative fuels on board for main 

engines, auxiliaries and boilers
3) Several operational measures
4) Improving hull coatings and paints to 

reduce skin friction and reduction of fouling
5) Various propeller designs and appendages 

for propulsion improvement
6) Augmenting propulsion systems for 

optimizing the efficiency 
7) Enhancing Waste Heat Recovery systems

Energy Saving Options for Ships (Part 1)

It was noted previously that imperfect ship 
designs increased fuel consumption by a 
staggering 30 percent. Today, new design 
options are being examined by ship builders 
- such as optimizing the flow profiles of water 
around the hull, rudder and propeller. Even 
the smallest of changes to the hull form at 
design stage and changes to ships’ principal 
dimensions such as length, breadth and 
depth of ships could result in big changes to 
the energy needs. As such, even though ship 
builders have readily available conventional 
designs, times have changed and ship owners 
have begun stressing on the need to make 
radical changes at extra costs.

For instance, residual fuel oil to run ships has 
its advantages for ship owners and operators. 
However, the disadvantages on emissions of 
GHG far outweigh their persistent use in the 
future. But by controlling the Sulphur content in 
these fuels, considerable reduction in harmful 
emissions of SOx can be achieved. From the 
existing levels of 4.5% sulphur in fuel oil, it is 
being progressively reduced down to 0.1% 
sulphur in some sea areas around the world - 
also known as ECA (Emission Control Areas). 
MARPOL Annex VI gives full details of such 
areas. Ships are therefore required to carry 
different grades of fuel oil for their engines 
on board of which one grade containing 3.5% 
sulphur is required for consumption in sea 
areas outside ECA and from 0.5% sulphur 
content inside ECA. In some ports authorities 
have already imposed 0.1% sulphur content 
restriction on fuel used by ships, when 
alongside berth at these ports.

This has caused the ship owners and 

operators to consider fitting their ships with 
dual fuel systems where LNG is the most 
widely considered option as it has the potential 
to generate the best fuel to power ratio among 
the fuels available and the demand of such 
ships and engines capable of running on 
LNG is growing. The only concern with LNG 
as alternative fuel is that it needs large tanks 
on ships for storage and the safety aspects 
should be paramount. 

Besides LNG, other options being contemplated 
are Methanol or Synthetic Diesel Oil including 
DME (Di-methyl ether). By 2020, the residual 
fuels will have to be replaced by distillate 
fuels with zero Sulphur content or LNG. Zero 
sulphur in fuel poses immense problems with 
lubrication of engines and therefore additional 
costs in fitting enhanced lubricating systems on 
board go hand in hand, thereby increasing the 
ship cost and thereby monetary burden of the 
ship owners. Furthermore, engine operations 
generate large amounts of heat and such heat 
can be a source of energy. While existing ship 
designs do have waste heat recovery systems 
on board, the newer ships will require even 
better systems to generate more efficient 
power to run the ship’s engines.

The turn-around time for ships in port can 
also be reduced by 4 to 6 hours. This would 
mean better efficiency and reduction in power 
consumption by ships of between 2 to 8%. 
Alternatively Cold Ironing – providing power 
source from the shore on to the ship for the 
duration of their port stay so that ships do not 
have to run their engines and boilers thereby 
causing a reasonable reduction in GHG 
emissions. 

In our next issue, we’ll be sharing details on 
other fuel saving designs and the cost per 
ton CO2 averted by implementing different 
measures on ships

Capt. V. R. Krishnan
Nautical Faculty
SIMS, Lonavala
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Application of Numerical Integration in 
Engine Power Calculation & Ship Stability
In this technological age where ships 
are routinely using instruments such 
as Lodicator and Planimeter for making 
various calculations, it is but natural for 
the users to miss out or pay scant attention 
to the basics behind these calculations, 
With the help of this short article, we try to 
familiarize you with the Simpson’s 1/3rd rule 
and how it is used.

One of the major applications of Definite 
Integration is to find the area under given 
curve between the two given ordinates and 
X-axis.  But it again requires a lot of formulae 
and adjustments to remember. Furthermore, if 
the function cannot be converted into standard 
form, it is difficult to find the area. 

Fortunately, Numerical Integration is the 
effective tool which can be easily used in these 
cases without any need to remember formulae 
and adjustments. Just use only one formula for 
all functions. By using numerical techniques 
we get an approximate area under the curve.
Basically there are four Numerical Integration 
methods. These are:
1. Trapezoidal rule
2. Simpson’s  1/3rd rule
3. Simpson’s  3/8th rule and
4. Simpson’s  5/12th rule.

In this article, we’re going to 
focus on the Simpson’s 1/3rd rule. 
The rule is described as follows: 
Consider a function y=f(x). We wish to 
integrate it with respect to x within the limits 
a to b, that is we want to find . To do so, 
we divide the interval [a, b] into n equal parts

While doing so,  care is taken that for 
Simpson’s 1/3rd rule, the number of intervals n 
should be even.
  
The formula for Simpson’s 1/3rd rule is given 
by:

Where h: width of interval =  
 for i = 0,1,2,…….n. Each is 

the height of each interval.

Simpson’s 1/3rd rule is used to calculate 
area of water planes, ship’s displacements, 
volumes, etc.

Practically this method  can also be used to 
calculate the indicated power of engine. The 
following figure shows the graph of pressure 
verses volume for one stroke of the engine. 
 
The area within this diagram represents the 
work done in one cycle. Simpson’s 1/3rd rule 
as explained above can be used to calculate 
this area. The area is then divided by length 
of the diagram to obtain the mean height. This 
mean height is when multiplied by spring scale 
of the indicator mechanism, gives the mean 
effective pressure for the cylinder.

Power developed in one cylinder=
Pm × L × A × N

Where:
Pm  = Mean effective Pressure = 

A= Area of piston
L= Length of piston stroke
N= Number of power strokes/second 

Mr. Dattatraya Joshi
Mathematics Lecturer
SIMS, Lonavala

Y

0
X

a=x0 x1 x2 xi-1 xi b=xn
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The dynamic positioning (DP) system is 
a crucial asset to the offshore vessels 
and the industry alike. The system feeds 
on information pertaining to the wind, 
current drag of the vessel and location of 
the thrusters. Combined with the sensor 
information, it automatically maintains a 
vessel’s position and heading by using 
its own propellers and thrusters. This 
function paves way for offshore vessels to 
continue operations at sea where mooring 
or anchoring are not feasible due to the 
deep water.

While the first DP ships had analogue 
controllers and lacked redundancy, vast 
improvements have been made since then. 
Today, DP is not only limited to maintaining 
a fixed position anymore; such as aiding a 
vessel sail an exact track. Let us take a look at 
how such features of the DP are used during 
pipelaying operations at sea.

Brief History
Offshore drilling commenced in the late 1920s 
but the migration to operate in deep waters did 
not start till the 1950s. The jack-up rig, with 
its three or more legs was useful for shallow 
water drilling but unsuitable for deep water 
operations. The next option was anchoring 
the drillships and barges with four or more 
anchors. While it is possible to anchor in 
depths of even 1,000 metres, the viability in 
terms of costs and time decreases beyond the 
600 metres mark. 

The first attempt towards using steerable 

propellers was made during the early 1960s. 
Shortly thereafter, an analog control system 
too was tried in combination with main 
propellers and steerable thrusters, the first 
endeavour at DP. Soon, DP was being used for 
other purposes other than plain exploration – 
diving, Remotely Operated underwater Vehicle 
(ROV) support, and subsequently pipelaying, 
trenching, survey and cable laying. 

By the late 1970s, DP was well established 
and thereafter, the applications involving 
DP have grown multi-fold. These days, DP 

Dynamic Positioning in Pipelay Operations (Part 1)

is used for diverse roles as in Naval mine-
countermeasures, cruise vessels, dredgers, 
oceanographic research, rocket launch support 
besides for traditional oil related activities such 
as drilling, platform supply, pipelaying, anchor 
handling and subsea installation. 

DP in Pipelay Operations
Most offshore oil and gas pipelines have been 
laid by dedicated pipelay vessels or lay barges. 
The most common method of installation is 
the on-board construction of the pipeline by 
means of sequential welding of pipe sections. 

The vessel moves 
forward as the 
pipeline is lowered 
to the seabed in an 
S-curve, and this 
is why it is called 
the ‘S-lay’ mode of 
pipelaying.

The pipeline is 
partly supported 
by a gantry 
overhanging the 
stern of the pipelay 
vessel, which is 
called the ‘Stinger’, 
as shown in the 
figure below. 
 
Other than the 
‘S-lay’, there are 
two other methods 
of laying pipelines 
which are the ‘J-lay’, 
used for deep water 

operations, and the ‘Reel-lay’, where the pipe 
(rigid or flexible) is pre-constructed ashore and 
mounted on a carousel reel.

Traditionally, pipelaying was conducted by flat-
top or semi-submersible barges which were 
positioned with help of an anchor spread. 
Anchor-handling tugs were used whenever 
the barge had to shift her position after laying 
the pipe in that position. In 1985, M/s Allseas 
Corporation introduced the first purpose-

Continued on Page 16

Capt. DD Manjrekar
Cdr. Susruto Das 
Nautical Faculty
SIMS, Mumbai
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When we see a LED bulb glowing bright 
and beautiful, we may get carried away 
by its looks, design of the bulb and the 
excellence of its construction. Of course 
it has brought a revolution in the area 
of reducing electricity consumption, but 
one can’t ignore the source behind that 
brightness.  Without beating about the 
bush we can directly come to the source of 
brightness in a simple bulb i.e., Electricity. 

Similarly as all Mariners know, the steering 
gear is the backbone of a ship’s navigation, 
which provides required direction to the ship, 
when initiated by turning of the steering wheel 
on the bridge. In either of the two cases, the 
glowing of a bulb or controlling the heavy seas 
with a small rudder, the phenomenon reveals 
the hidden beauty of the nature of power 
source behind it. Either the electricity flows 
through the circuit to illuminate the bulb or the 
hydraulic power moves the ram, which in turn 
moves the rudder. 

So we come to the source of power as the 
central concept behind moving objects. This 
can be defined more precisely as the driving 
force or motivational force.

As man learned so many things from observing 
nature, so is the wonderful working of nature’s 
power evident in the perfect design of the 
human body and its functioning. Diesel engine 
works with basic five systems, i.e., fuel system, 
jacket cooling water system, lubricating oil 
system, starting system and exhaust system. 
Here, we can easily draw parallels with 
human bodily systems like digestive system, 

The Spirit behind Lively Samundra
respiratory system, circulatory system, 
nervous system and urinary system.  But the 
body can’t function on its own; it needs the 
power source which we normally call as the 
prana or spirit. In modern intelligent engines, 
this is truly adopted. The efficient functioning of 
engine at various scenarios can be controlled 
by the main processor unit, programmed 
nicely and can be called as the prana or spirit 
of the engine. In case of the the human body, 
spirit is the source of energy which drives our 
thought process and helps the functioning of 
our body. The action which comes out of the 
human body  basically depends on the source 
and nature of the power. One man is judged by 
his actions and in fact it evaluates the nature of 
the source. When this power leaves the body, 
we say that the body is dead.

Leaving you to reflect over the analogy of 
diesel engine and human systems, I would 
like to turn your attention to our Magazine title 
“Samundra Spirit”. We can say without much 
ado that it is the Spirit of Samundra. When we 
look closely at the vision statement we can 
really understand what Samundra is. 

“We aspire to be the leading maritime institute 
known for its excellence in training and 
innovations in the field of marine and allied 
industries of the world”. 

When we analyse this statement we can really 
understand the nature of the energy, which the 
source expects out of it. Samundra is the  body 
designed for maritime training. The power 
source is ESM (Executive Ship Management 
Pvt Ltd), the parent company. The vision 
of ESM is truly reflected in  this statement  
“Excellence in Training” for which the positive 
energy is constantly supplied to the dynamic 
body of Samundra. 

When Samundra functions according to the 
expectations of its source, not only it thrives, 

its results  in the form of well-trained seafarers 
go back to the parent company to aid its own 
progress. The Spirit of Samundra is ESM, 
the great inspiration and driving force  takes 
form from the inspiring vision of the founders 
of  ESM. This vision has breathed life  into the 
huge body of Samundra  for performance of 
excellent maritime training and it has made a 
noticeable impact on the marine world since 
its creation. 

Anyone at Samundra can feel and observe 
the manifestation of this dynamic energy 
while soaking in the aesthetic marvel  of its 
infrastructure and beautiful landscape, and 
witnessing its smartly turned out cadets 
undergoing world-class training within its 
premises.

Our Magazine “Samundra Spirit” captures the 
pulses of this great energy and announces 
the crowning glory of ESM through it. We are 
proud to be a part of this wonderful body to 
function at our best to keep the ESM Spirit 
throbbing  through glorious life of Samundra 
Institute of Maritime Studies.  

Biju Baben
Engineering Faculty
SIMS, Lonavla
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All About ECDIS (Part 2)

In our previous issue, we discussed the 
implementation of the ECDIS and its 
numourous challenges; including the 
consequences of its improper operation 
and the must-knows to avoid any misuses. 
Before signing off, we left you with the 
below pictorial of an ECDIS chart to analyze 
the different colours. Let us now discuss 
what these colours represent, the contour 
settings on the ECDIS, and how these 
would assist a navigator on board. 

The ocean, as seen on an ECDIS (Fig 1), is 
divided into 4 colours, namely, dark blue, light 
blue, grey and white. These colours serves as 
a guide on the depth of the waters the vessel is 
navigating on and it is imperitive for a navigator 
to know what they represent. 

Before proceeding further, let’s take a look 
at the ECDIS performance standards with 
regards to the contour settings and safety 
depth. 

5.8 - It should be possible for the mariner to 
select a safety contour from the depth contours 
provided by the System Electronic Navigation 
Charts (SENC). ECDIS should emphasize 
the safety contour over other contours on the 
display, however:
1) If the mariner does not specify a safety 

contour, this should default to 30m. If the 
safety contour specified by the mariner 
or the default 30 m contour is not in the 
displayed SENC, the safety contour shown 
should default to the next deeper contour;

2) If the safety contour in use becomes 
unavailable due to a change in source 
data, the safety contour should default to 

the next deeper contour; and
3) In each of the above cases, an indication 

should be provided.

5.9 - It should be possible for the mariner 
to select a safety depth. ECDIS should 
emphasize soundings equal to or less than 
the safety depth whenever spot soundings are 
selected for display.

11.3.4 An indication is required if the mariner 
plans a route across an own ship’s safety 
contour.

11.4.3 ECDIS should give an alarm if, within a 
specified time set by the mariner, own ship will 
cross the safety contour.

Appendix 5 lists the ECDIS features which 
are specified as alarms or indications. The 5 
mandated alarms are:- 
•  Crossing safety contour
•  Deviation from route 
•  Positioning system failure
•  Approach to critical point
•  Different geodetic datum

An alarm is defined as ‘an alarm or alarm 
system which announces by audible means 
or audible and visual means, a condition 
requiring attention’.

The contour settings on the ECDIS will not 
only provide an indication of the depth but also 
provide an alarm whenever the navigator is 
going to enter a safety contour.

I should clarify here that contour settings 
have a major limitation. If I enter a setting of 

12 metres for the safety contour, it does not 
mean that the contour would magically appear 
at 12 metres  on the chart. The contours are 
already present in the chart at pre-specified 
intervals. This could be at 0-10-20-50-100 
metres  or at 0-5-10-15-20-30-50-100 metres 
or a completely different spacing depending 
on the depth gradient in that area. So if I 
enter the safety contour setting of 12 metres, 
the contour would jump to the next deeper 
available contour which could be 15 metres or 
20 metres, depending on the area the vessel 
is in. (Go back up a few lines and read 5.8.1 
and 5.8.2 of the IMO performance standards 
w.r.t. to this.) 

There are no firm guidelines from IMO as to 
what the setting should be. Understanding 
this limitation would perhaps be the first step 
in ensuring that you have entered the right 
settings based on your draft. Contour settings 
will not be fixed for the entire voyage and you 
may need to change them depending on the 
available electronic navigational charts (ENC). 
A setting entered when departing port may 
need to be altered for the next arrival port; 
even though the draft is the same. 
Giving too large a safety margin for the 
contours is also not advised as you don’t want 
the ECDIS giving you alarms for areas you 
could actually navigate in. The basic idea for 
the settings should be as follows:-

Shallow contour – Set as ‘Draft + Gross 
UKC’ of the vessel. This is our No-Go Area 
and entering here would mean that the vessel 

Capt. V. Fernandes
Nautical Faculty, 
SIMS, Mumbai

Seas deeper than 
Deep  Contour – White

Deep Contour – Grey

Safety Contour – Light Blue

Safety Depth – Bold FontShallow Contour – Dark Blue

The Contour Settings
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Methodology of Electrical 
Fault Finding

Mr. K.V. Hariprasad, 
Electrical Faculty
SIMS, Lonavala

Finding out the exact location of an 
electrical fault in a ship consisting of a  
large electrical distribution network, is 
definitely a big task, as it is invisible.

However following certain standard logical 
steps will make the process very easy 
and fast, reducing the down-time of the 
shipboard services .

It is stated that: -         
(a)  To find out  ‘BREAK’ , create  ‘EARTH’ &
(b)  To find out  ‘EARTH’ , create  ‘BREAK’.
  
The meaning of the above is very simple;
To find ‘BREAK’ or Open circuits faults, 
connect one section by another section to 
EARTH or HULL and find out the continuity 
of line or wires using MULTIMETER, 
individually.
         
To find ‘EARTH’  or Earth faults, create 
Breaks one section by another section, ie, 
isolating Electrically one by one section 
and test with a MEGGER for Insulation 
Resistance.

The entire Fault finding process of a section 
can be stepwise categorized as:
(1) Check for condition of electric supply.
(2) Check for condition of fuses.
(3) Check for loose connections.
(4) Check for any burn marks or insulation 
failures.

Following the above ‘4’ steps generally 
reduces the fault finding time by more 
than 50% compared to taking a random 
approach. Subsequently, the BREAKING 
or EARTHING process can be carried out 
and  respective electrical circuit diagrams of 
the equipment can be used to pin-point the 
exact location of the fault. 

will run aground. This will also be used for 
marking safe passing distances from certain 
dangers and navigational hazards.

Safety Contour – Set as ‘Shallow contour 
+ 2 metres Safety Margin’.  This is the most 
important setting as the ECDIS will give you 
an alarm when you are entering into a safety 
contour. (The other settings may not give you 
alarms as they are not required as per IMO 
performance standards.) The safety contour 
will be more emphasized than the other 
contours (appear thicker). When planning a 
route, the navigator must not intentionally enter 
a safety contour. However in the monitoring 
stage you may enter it briefly to avoid another 
danger (approaching vessel) but get out as 
soon as possible. 

Deep Contour - Set as ‘more than twice the 
draft’. This contour is a demarcation between 
deep and shallow waters; a direct indication 
that inside the contour one will experience 
shallow water effects (draft increase, engine 
load, larger turning circle etc.)

Safety Depth – Kept same as the Safety 
Contour setting. The safety depth setting 
will emphasize (make bold font) all the spot 
soundings shallower than the setting entered. 
The navigator must keep clear of these depths. 
Note that spot soundings are attributes of 
‘other settings’ and this layer can be removed 
by the user.

In the picture above, I have entered the 
settings for a vessel with draft of 7.9 metres. 
Shallow Contour – 10 metres (Dynamic draft of 
vessel in coastal waters)

Safety Contour – 12 metres (but if you look 
closely it has jumped to the next deeper 
contour which is 20 metres)

Deep Contour – 21 metres (If I enter 15.8 
which is twice the draft it will overlap with 
the safety contour at 20. So I must use some 
discretion and enter 21 metres). It will jump to 
the next deeper contour which is 30 metres.

Safety Depth – 12 metres (All the depths from 
0 to 12 will be now in bold font) 

I will leave you to soak in this information for a 
while. It is really important that you understand 
these settings and try them on your ECDIS. 
In my next article, we will see the route check 
function using the above contour settings and 
the anti-grounding cone with its use during 
monitoring. 
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It was a matter of great pride and joy for 
the 18th Diploma in Nautical Science Batch 
cadets who passed out from SIMS Lonavala 
on 26th June 2015 amidst the presence of 
parents and faculty. Mr. Rajkumar Shinde,  
from the Indian Police service presently 
Additional Superintendent of Police, Pune- 
Rural graced the event as Chief Guest.

During his valedictory speech, Mr. Shinde 
narrated his own life experience of being 
vigorously persistent against failures and 
finally achieving success through sheer hard 
work  - no short cut. That makes him confident 
about his own future.

He further pointed out the importance of 
reading beyond the syllabus to update oneself 
in this techno-savvy world. Although seafaring 
is a different career path as compared to a law 
enforcer, Mr. Shinde highlighted that the desire 
and effort to reach the top remains the same 
and reminded the cadets to pay attention to 

their careers. The Chief Guest, who is soon 
to pursue his PhD, shared his thoughts with 
the 112 graduating cadets on taking continual 
learning seriously as it promotes self-
discipline, which in return, aids an individual to 
grab opportunities for a positive way of life. “I 
think everyone should learn something or the 
other till his last breath”, he added. 

Mr. Shinde expressed his admiration for the 
state of the art facilities of SIMS and pointed 
out that the cadets are fortunate to avail such 
facilities and learn in such environment. He 
added that even when he underwent training 
in US such facilities were not available.

Mr. Shinde was earlier accorded a guard of 
honour and shown around the campus. He 
lauded the campus for having its very own 
unique identity. He was particularly impressed 
with the unique hands-on training on simulators 
and equipment – most of which are developed 
and innovated in-house. He also shared how 

the workshop, simulator rooms, classrooms 
reminded him of his days at Jawahar 
Navodaya Vidyalaya; an alternate school for 
gifted students in India and a dream project of 
our  Prime Minister late Rajiv Gandhi. He even 
praised the quality of the hostels at SIMS. 

Mr. Shinde concluded his speech by inspiring 
the cadets who would be joining ESM vessels 
in the months to come to make the seas a 
safer place and become future Masters of the 
ship. He also handed out the prizes for the 
award winners during the ceremony.

Chief Guest Mr. Rajkumar Shinde, was 
accompanied by Mr Pradeep Kale, Senior 
Police Inspector, Lonavla (Rural) and a posse 
of policemen.  ESM was represented by 
Capt Rajeev Gupta, General Manager, M/s 
Executive Ship Management Pte Ltd. 

Never quit, consistent 
vigorous pursuits bring 
results: IPS Rajkumar 
Shinde, urged graduating 
DNS cadets

IPS Rajkumar urged the cadets to 
take continual learning seriously 
during his commencement speech

Chief Guest Mr. Rajkumar Shinde (1st row, 7th from right) with his fellow police 
officers, SIMS Lonavala Faculty, ESM Mumbai Staff and Graduating Cadets



DNS 18 Award Winners.
Best in Mathematics T/101: Mayank 
Bhardwaj
Special Award for securing 100% in IMU 
exam in any subjects: Mayank Bhardwaj  
Best in Applied Science T/102: Prabhjot 
Singh 
Best in Electricity & Electronics T/103 
Prabhjot Singh 
Best in English & HF T/107: Irvin Joseph 
Best in Navigation & CW IN SEM 1 & 2:
Prabhjot Singh  
Best in BE, WK & Met IN SEM 1 & 2: 
Prabhjot Singh 
Best in CW,SM & SWP IN SEM 1 & 2 
Mayank Bhardwaj
Best in Shipcon & Stability T/204: 
Prabhjot Singh 
Best in Shipops T/205: Akshay Palak 
Best In Overall Academics: Prabhjot Singh 
Runner Up In Academics: Harsh Raj 
3rd Best In Academics: Shubham Bondre 
Best In Hands On Training Practicals: 
Sigmond Almeida 
Best Sportsman: Anshul Kumar 
Best in HSSE: Shashi Kumar Rana
Best Cdt Capt. (A):  Harsh Raj
Best Cdt. Capt. (B): Rajat Gandhi
Best Cdt. Capt. (C): Gurpal Singh
Most Popular Cadet of DNS 18 Batch: 
Sukhdeep Singh
BEST CADET for DNS 18 Batch: 
Prabhjot Singh 
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Touring the Ship-in-Campus
Mr. Viswanathan, Principal, SIMS Lonavala (left) presenting a token of 
appreciation to the Chief Guest.

During his tour, IPS Rajkumar lauded the in-house developed simulators and 
training equipment.The Chief Guest receiving a Guard of Honor prior to the Graduation Ceremony

Recipient of Best Cadet, Best in Academic and five other 
awards for DNS 18: Prabhjot Singh

Recipient of Best in Mathematics and two other awards: 
Mayank Bhardwaj 

DNS 18 cadets eagerly awaiting the prize presentation 
ceremony 
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An Introduction to Marflex Deep-Well Pump
The Marflex Deep-well pump is a 
submerged pump used in chemical and 
product tankers to pump out cargo. Since 
this pump is driven by an explosion-proof 
electrical motor on deck, it includes the 
use of a non-cargo or ‘oil lubricated drive 
shaft’ that runs in a special supporting 
pipe. Should the service life of the 
bearings in the electric motor sustain, a 
well-maintained oil lubricated drive shaft, 
can provide a service life of more than 20 
years! 

The following is a quick point by point guide 
to assist our readers in understanding the 
various components of this unique pump, its 
functionalities and the key features that keep it 
in good shape over the years.

The pump system can be divided into three 
sections:-
• Deck arrangement.
• Pipe stack.
• Pump head.
                                        
Pump top cover on the deck:
• The part on which the explosion-proof 

electric motor is mounted on deck is called 
the top cover and it connects the electric 
motor to the drive shaft by rigid coupling. 

• The drive shaft runs through the pipe stack 
and drives the centrifugal pump in the 
pump stack. 

• Acts as a reservoir for the lubricating oil, 
contains a level gauge for the lub oil, and 
has an oil filling device. 

The must-knows about the Components of 
a Pipe Stack: 
• Has a drive shaft that is separated from 

the cargo.
• The pump stack consists of two pipes; one 

is the discharge pipe and the other is the 
enclosure for the intermediate drive shaft, 
shaft bearings, and lubricating oil.

• Since the shaft is oil lubricated, the pump 

never runs dry during cargo or tank 
cleaning operations.

• No explosion danger resulting from 
overheated shaft bearings.

• Because the intermediate pump shaft and 
bearings are oil lubricated, the pump can 
run on relative high speeds. This results in 
a single stage deep well pump.

• No shaft alignment problems.
• Fixed coupling between shaft of electric 

motor and drive shaft.
• Life of intermediate shaft bearings is long 

due to oil lubricated bearings.
• The length of the pipe stack has no 

restrictions.
• However, after every 6.0 meters of pipe 

stack, an intermediate shaft support will 
be installed. This support consists of a ball 
bearing which takes the axial load of each 
shaft of 6.0 meters only.

• The axial load/ thrust of the impeller will be 
taken up by the pump head shaft bearings 
and is not transferred to the drive shaft 
due to the ‘spline connection’ between the 
pump head shaft and the drive shaft.

• The spline connection allows axial 
movement between the two connecting 
shafts.

• Axial (thrust) load from the impeller will be 
taken only by the pump shaft bearings and 
not transmitted to the intermediate shaft 
bearings due to the spline connection 
between the pump shaft and the 
intermediate pump shaft.

• The deep well pump is designed in 
such a way that the total pump can be 
disconnected from the pipe stack; making 
maintenance easier.

• A spline connection between the 
intermediate drive shaft and the pump 
shaft makes it possible to disconnect the 
pump head from the pipe stack by lowering 
the pump head by 30 mm. 

• The pump shaft is made of 32CrNiMo6V 
steel which can be considered as a very 
high grade material and excellent to serve 
as a pump shaft.

• The so-called spline connection enables 
the pump head to be lowered from the pipe 
stack.

• The pump shaft is mounted in two sets of 
bearings. 

• These bearings are fully lubricated through 
the pipe stack lubricant.

Seal arrangement and cofferdam:
Marflex deep well pump is standard delivered 
with a special seal arrangement to segregate 
the cargo from the lubricating oil and vice 
versa. The seals are:-

Pipestack components:
1. Cargo pipe
2. Drive shaft bearing, made of Railko®,  

held within Viton®
3. Lubricant oil
4. Drive shaft
5. Spline connection
6. Intermediate support ball bearing

Intermediate shaft support for 6.0 meters.

Cofferdam purging

Deck 
arrangement

Pipe stack

Pumphead
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• Primary oil seal:  this is a viton lip seal 

running on a hard chromium ss sleeve.
• Secondary oil seal:  this is a teflon lip seal 

running on a silicon carbide sleeve.
• Primary cargo seal:  this is a teflon lip seal 

running on a silicon carbide sleeve.
• Secondary cargo seal:  this is a teflon lip 

seal running on a silicon carbide sleeve.
• Between the two secondary seals is an 

atmospheric drainage chamber called  the 
cofferdam.

Functions of the pump during Cargo 
Stripping:
• During stripping, the pump has to be kept 

running until the cargo tank is stripped 
empty.

• The stripping pump/draining pump inside 
the cargo tank is operated from the deck 
pneumatically.

• On the deck, an air cylinder is installed on 
a deck arrangement.

• The air cylinder drives through a shaft, the 
double action pump inside the cargo tank.

• The pump removes the last remains of the 
cargo from the tank to the piping manifold.

• When the cargo tank is empty the cargo 
stripping valve has to be opened and the 
main cargo valve has to be closed.

• The remaining cargo left in the main cargo 
pipe is purged by means of inert gas or dry 
air via the stripping line into the cargo line 
on the deck. 

• Should the Marflex pump become 
inoperational or should there be a leak, 
the portable submersible pump that is 
hydraulically driven by a separate portable 
power pack must be used. 

Typical Problems encountered in Marflex 
pumps on vessels:
1. Crack in the Lubricating oil shaft - The 

repairs can only be done with the help of 
a shore crane. The vessel has to be taken 
to a Lay-by berth where a crane has to be 
arranged for the whole assembly to be 

Stripping pump / Draining pump inside the cargo tank

Motor and stripping pump actuator on deck

designed DP pipelay barge using the 
‘S-lay’ method of pipelay. Subsequently a 
number of DP pipelay vessels have been 
deployed. 

The advantage of using a DP in pipelay 
operations is that the operation can 
be carried out in any depth of water, it 
permits the vessel to close to surface or 
subsea structures without using anchors, 
and minimizes the time spent in close 
proximity to platforms and structures. 

The pipe is constructed on board the 
pipelay vessel in a linear fabrication 
facility called the ‘Firing Line’. The pipe 
section is brought up from either the hold 
or from a barge working alongside and 
prepared for fabrication and welding. 
Often, 12 metre pipe lengths are welded 
into 24 metre double joints prior to arrival 
at the firing line. In the firing line, a 
number of stages of welding take place, 
both externally and internally within the 
pipeline. 

Each operation is carried out at a station. 
Further stations conduct X-ray and Non-
destructive testing (NDT) on the welded 
joints, and apply anti-corrosion coating, 
if necessary. Each station has a button 
which is depressed once the work on that 
station is completed. The buttons at the 
stations control green indicator lights on 
the DP console on the bridge. When all 
the buttons on the stations have been 
pressed, a green line of lights is displayed 
on the DP console and the DPO initiates 
a move ahead by a distance equivalent 
to a joint length. Once the move ahead 
is completed, the firing line operation 
recommences. 

More on pipelaying operations and 
challenges faced will be discussed in the 
next issue. 

Continued from Page 9

pulled out. The repair will involve diversion 
of the vessel and off-hire.

2. Leakage from the seals – Seal damage 
causes cargo to come on deck via the 
lubricating shaft passage. Cargo operation 
must be stopped immediately and portable 
pump have to be used.

3.  Variable speed control of the electric motor 
by means of a static frequency converter is 
a very complex panel and troubleshooting 
needs makers’ assistance. Marflex do 
have workshops at a few locations around 
globe. However, it has be noted that 
arranging for attendance is difficult.

4. Motor Damage – Since the safety feature 
of the motor is high, it is not easily 
available and has a longer lead time for 
arrangement. 

Mr. PV Shankarmani 
Engineering Faculty
SIMS, Mumbai
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Capt. Subhendu Hati
Dean – Nautical Sciences
SIMS, Lonavala

A consignment of steel cargo has always 
been a matter of concern for Ship-owners, 
Masters and all others responsible for its 
carriages. Rejection by the cargo receivers 
at the discharge port due to damages, 
especially rusting, can result in hefty 
claims and bring bad repute to the ship-
owners. Hence, it is customary to involve 
a ship’s P&I club, especially for a steel pre-
loading survey and during the process of 
loading steel cargoes. 

This story refers to a 21,300 DWT handy Bulk 
carrier commanded by the writer. She had 
five holds with fore & aft folding type hatch 
covers. Ship was fitted with three electro-
hydraulic cranes (SWL=25MT) and one 
derrick (SWL=25 MT). Ship had an LOA of 153 
metres, been performing diligently for nearly 
23 years and was well kept for her age.

She was fixed for loading a cargo of Steel 
Rods in coils from the Turkish port of Izmit 
for Jacksonville in Florida. Ship’s Greek 
owners did not agree for a P&I club surveyor’s 
attendance at the load port claiming their full 
faith and trust for the ship’s staffs. However, 
with some charm and persuasion, I managed 
to get them to agree for a P&I club appointed 
tally-man so that we did not have to rely solely 
on our good old draft survey while the cargo 
was actually in break bulk. 

On December 26th at about 1400 hours, we 
completed the pre-loading survey of the cargo 
holds by the charterer’s and the receiver’s 
representatives at Izmit. It was decided to 
commence loading immediately. Two holds 
were kept open as per the agreed loading 
sequence. The ship’s cranes were also started 
and hoisted by ship’s staff – ready for use. 
Chief-mate confirmed that he will be around 
on deck to see the first cargo.  I got busy with 
messages and other formalities, however was 
also eager to see the cargo. For the next hour 
and half, the chief mate kept reporting that 
there were no signs of cargo or personnel 
from the stevedores. Worried, I contacted the 
agent. He promised to check and revert back 
as soon as possible. After about thirty minutes 
later, the agents confirmed that everything was 
fine and cargo-operations would commence at 
any moment. Finally the stevedores arrived 
at 2000 hours and the cargo work started at 
2030 hours. The mate and I then went down 
to the jetty to check the cargo. We noticed 
that the cargo was wet and also had mill-scale 

at places. Antennas went up and the mate 
wanted to take snaps but was prevented by 
the port watchman, who made it clear that we 
could do whatever we wanted, but only on our 
ship. Any kind of photography was banned on 
the jetty. I was wondering whether this was 
the reason to delay the loading operation till 
darkness!

We allowed the first slings to come on board 
and tried to take some good snaps. However, 
old timers will understand the availability of 
limited resources those days – a Polaroid 
and an Agfa digital camera with a resolution 
which can somehow match that of a Nokia 
basic mobile phone camera of yesteryears. I 
immediately ordered the stoppage of further 
loading,  informed all concerned on their 
phones (since it was after office hours) and 
asked them to check their mails. The poor 
quality of the night shots failed to make much 
impression on the charterers and ship-owners. 
They both advised me to continue loading or 
face off-hire. However, I issued protest letters 
to the charterers with copies to all including 
ship’s P&I club. Hence loading had to be 
resumed.

In the early morning, we found that some 150 
coils had been loaded during the night. Cargo 
work had stopped at 0600 hours for a shift 
change and the new shift was scheduled to 
resume by 0900 hours.  In the daylight, cargo 
could be observed clearly and hence better 
quality snaps could be taken. We had some 
peaceful time to carry out a detailed inspection 
of all cargo loaded and take sufficient number 
of  photographs. The cargo was definitely  
rusted at numerous places and was wet due 
to the rain.  By the end of the inspection, I was 
positive that any further loading was only an 
invitation  for trouble and made up mind to be 
firm. 

I went up and conveyed my intentions in a 
clear and prompt manner to the charterers 
after discussing with the owners. The ship-
owners by now had seen the photographs 
taken in the daylight and were also worried. 
It was decided that the mate’s receipts and 
eventually the Bills of lading (B/L) would be 
remarked accordingly. This was advised to the 
charterers as well.

At around 0900 hours cargo work was resumed 
and cargo of same quality kept coming. By 
1100 hours a gentleman from the Charterer 

had come to visit the ship. He informed me not 
to be worried as the cargo was a semi-finished 
product consigned for a factory in USA owned 
by them only. So “it is from one pocket to the 
other pocket of the same shirt” (that’s exactly 
what he said). He also advised me that these 
were mere rust stains and I was free to write 
“rust stained” in the mates receipt as well as 
B/L, but not to stop loading any further. With 
that, he handed me a letter containing the 
request not to stop the loading. 

But this point, I was bothering about how 
they will be accepting a B/L remarked as 
“rust-stained”. Would their bank accept? 
A good friend in the P&I club cleared my 
understanding about the difference between 
“rust-stained” and “rusted”. The remark rust-
stained does not necessarily mean that the 
cargo is damaged. The source of the stain may 
not be from the cargo itself. A semi-finished or 
intermediate product, which is stained could 
be accepted. However the remark “rusted” 
was more straight-forward and meant that the 
condition of the cargo had deteriorated.

So I marked the mates receipt as “rusted” 
and found the gentleman returning to my ship 
in the evening. This time there was no letter 
but a bottle of fine Russian champagne. The 
sight of the bottle clearly indicated to me that 
the “rusted” remark was the right one. We had 
some discussions about the weather, I offered 
him dinner on board, and then, finally he came 
to the point. He was however very brief and 
requested me whether I could replace my 
“rusted” remark with “rust stained” and that 
he hoped it was only a clerical error. I politely 
confirmed the correctness of the comment and 
declined to accept the Russian champagne.

The matter did not end here. On completion 
of loading, to my surprise, the charterers 
declared that I didn’t need to sign B/L. On a 
lighter note I thanked them and told them that 
now I had to find a buyer for my fortune. They 
however added that the agent would sign the 
B/L on my behalf after the ship had sailed and 
all they needed was an authorization letter for 
it. Same old trick! Such letters are available 
readymade with all ship-owners, prepared 
carefully by their legal teams in consultation 
with the P&I clubs. However for a double 

Rust-Stained or Rusted?

Continued on Page 20

A Lesson on Proper Cargo Description
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check I contacted my good friend and he 
advised me not to stop at “…must be signed in 
accordance with the mate’s receipts…” and to 
include as many comments as possible in the 
letter of authorization itself. The Charterer’s 
agent received the letter with some sarcasm. 

We sailed out finally. During the port stay I 
must have sent two letters of protest per day to 
all concerned with some 200 photographs with 
an intention of keeping all parties in the loop. 
During the voyage, I kept thinking – what’s 
next! The 20 days’ voyage got extended by 
two more days, thanks to the North Atlantic 
sea conditions in early January.

Upon reaching Jacksonville, I was eagerly 
waiting to see the B/L like a kid waiting to 
unpack his birthday gifts. To my surprise it was 
a clean B/L! I told the receiver’s agent that 
this B/L was signed contravening the terms 
and conditions of my authorization letter, 
hence I cannot recognize this and therefore 
cannot release the cargo. The agent was cool 
and informed me that he was aware of the 
whole issue and his client had no objection in 
receiving the cargo as it was. No claims would 
be raised in the future. But for me, that was not 
the point. Was I authorized to exchange cargo 
for an invalid B/L?

The matter was concluded with our P&I club 
stepping in officially and obtaining the suitable 
undertakings from the receivers and then 
advising me through ship-owners to release 
the cargo.

All is well that ends well. But this was an 
excellent  lesson for me and to all with whom 
I have shared this experience. No matter to 
what extent other parties try to bend the rules 
for the ease of their business, we as a Ship 
Master need to stand firm with the rules. In 
this incident the charterers or the receivers 
might not have had any malicious intentions, 
but one never knows. Therefore it is absolutely 
imperative for us to keep our  guard and follow 
the best practices. 

Samundra Institute of Marine Studies 
is an institute eminent not only for its 
high standards of training of the budding 
marine engineers and officers but also 
for its consistent efforts in employing 
advanced and innovative training methods. 
From classroom laboratory teaching to the 
Ship-in-Campus, from Blended Learning 
to Engine Room Simulator, all altogether 
makes SIMS one of the finest of its own.

When electrical and electronics started 
becoming less interesting, we were introduced 
the unique and innovative method of Blended 
Learning. With the study material stacked by 
experts, Blended Learning makes the learning 
easy and interactive with the aid of animated 
videos, diagrams, easy to understand 
language and regular assessment at the end 
of each chapter, enabling the faculties to 
know the continuous progress of each cadet. 
Also giving importance to the safety during 
any operation, Blended Learning’s virtual 
simulation enables the cadet to know what can 
go wrong if any of the safety is bypassed at 
any time during any operation, ceding cadets 
with the depth knowledge of the topic and 
importance of the safeties.

The Ship-in-Campus gives hands-on-training 
to the cadets to learn and practice the work on a 

ship before actually going on a ship. This boosts 
self confidence of the cadets as they know 
what actually they have to perform onboard 
yielding the growth in their performance & 
enhancing their professionalism.

The Electronic Performance Support System 
(EPSS) also reflects the innovative teaching 
aids of the institute. The detailed and 
descriptive information of all the important 
machineries including the safeties required 
and the MARPOL regulation associated with 
that builds cadets’ all round learning habit. It is 
followed by the regular exercises enabling the 
cadet to asses himself.

The Engine Room Simulator (ERS), as the 
name suggest is a simulation of main engine 
starting, generator starting, boiler starting & 
other important machineries like Fresh Water 
Generator etc. It helps the cadets to tackle an 
alarm situation, also to read the parameters at 
different stages of operation.

The initial days in the institute of each cadet 
is spent with Classroom laboratory based 
teaching, where with the help of audio visual 
aids, cadet experiences a wonderful way of 
learning the marine world. Well furnished 
classrooms, showcasing various critical & 
important machinery parts which on the spot 
clear the fundamental queries of the cadet, 
when the faculty deals with that particular 
topic. Offering facilities like these, SIMS caters 
to the need of its parent company ESM and 
the marine world of competent & qualified 
seafarers. 

Cdt. Vishvendra Singh
GME-18
SIMS, Lonavala

Innovative Training at SIMS
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Capt. Arvind M. Karandikar
General Manager 
Executive Offshore

After working for more than 30 years 
in the shipping industry, both on-board 
and ashore, sailing on and managing 
Oil, Chemical and Gas Tankers, I got an 
unexpected opportunity last year to be a 
part of the offshore industry when I joined 
the Executive Offshore Team in Singapore.

In order to get a first-hand experience at 
operations, I recently undertook a short 
voyage on board our MPSV Executive Tide 
from Labuan to and fro from the Rig - ENSCO 
8504. I spent a fascinating eight days on board 
and came back with a better understanding of 
what our crews do on board and what offshore 
operations are all about.

The oil and gas industry is usually divided into 
three major sectors: upstream, midstream 
and downstream. The upstream oil sector 
is also commonly known as the exploration 
and production (E&P) sector and includes 
the searching for potential underground or 
underwater crude oil and natural gas fields, 
drilling of exploratory wells, and subsequently 
drilling and operating the wells that recover 
and bring the crude oil and/or raw natural gas 
to the surface.

The downstream sector commonly refers to 
the refining of petroleum crude oil and the 
processing and purifying of raw natural gas, 
as well as the marketing and distribution 
of products derived from crude oil and 
natural gas. The downstream sector touches 
consumers through products such as gasoline 
or petrol, kerosene, jet fuel, diesel oil, heating 
oil, fuel oils, lubricants, waxes, asphalt, natural 
gas, and liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) as well 
as hundreds of petrochemicals.

In much the same way that tankers help deliver 
millions of tons of crude oil to refineries and 

Moving Upstream (Part 1)

terminals around the world, Offshore vessels 
are the work horses that support the exploration 
and production sector by supporting the Oil 
Rigs and Production platforms.

They do this by carrying vital supplies such 
as Fuel, Water, Dry Bulk Cargoes such as 
Cement and Barite as well as Liquid Bulk 
Cargoes such as drilling mud and brine. Food 
containers are carried to the rig and drilling 
equipment is carried back and forth as may be 
required by the rig.

I boarded our vessel – MPSV Executive Tide 
- a 3600 DWT offshore supply ship on 31st 
March at Berth No. 10 at Asian Supply Base 
(ASB) at Labuan. After taking on deck cargo, 
we set sail for the ENSCO 8504 which was 
operating at the EHSAN Oil Field; about 90 
miles north of Labuan.

The waters in these area are very deep with 
depths of more than 1000 metres. This means 
that conventional jack up rigs cannot be used 
and the deep waters also make anchoring 
very difficult. The ENSCO 8504 is a DP2 Rig, 
which means she has Dynamic Positioning 
System (DP) installed. The system allows 
her to maintain position without the need of 
anchors. This is normally carried out with the 
vessel about one mile or more from the rig. 
Engines are shut down and the vessel’s track 
is monitored for 20 – 25 minutes to determine 
which direction and what speed the vessel is 
drifting.

Once the drift test is completed, the Control 
Station on the Rig is informed on the Rig and 
they advise the vessel which side she should 
come alongside as it is standard practice for 
the vessel to approach from the leeward side 
and hold position.

This is the safe zone as should the vessel 
lose power or be unable to hold position, the 
wind and current would move her clear of 
the rig. We arrived at the rig on the morning 
of 1st April and were asked to be on standby 
outside the 500 metres safety zone of the rig. 
The Executive Tide is also a DP2 vessel which 
means that she is able to hold position without 
making fast or mooring in the same way the 
rig was doing.

A few hours after we arrived, we were asked 
to come alongside the Rig to deliver the deck 
cargo that we had brought. The Navigating 
officers or DPOs (Dynamic Positioning Officers) 
as they are commonly referred to, proceeded 
to carry out a ‘Drift Test’ to determine the set 
and drift of the current.

Weather conditions were good and the 
discharging operations took only a couple 
of hours and we then moved out of the 500 
metres zone and took up standby position. 
When a MPSV or Anchor handler is on standby 
she usually remains within a 3 mile radius of 
the rig and remains in the vicinity by steaming 
slowly at 2 – 3 knots up and down. 

More on the Author’s offshore vessel 
experience in the next issue

A Glimpse at Offshore Operations
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The present day Lonavala is very much 
in the heart of the ancient Maratha 
kingdom which ruled the present region 
of Maharashtra and neighbouring areas 
for centuries. Yes, we are surrounded by 
history which is slowly fading away from 
the memory of the people along with the 
forts and the monuments. Every Samundra 
Spirit for last five issues seeks to bring to 
our attention the past glory of the kingdom 
as gleaned from the remnants of the forts 
and monuments surrounding not far away 
from the modern 21st century campus of 
SIMS, Lonavala. We are pleased to bring 
out yet another historical spot the Tung 
Fort - in the Maval region as visited by a 
group of our cadet travel writers. 

Prior to our trip to the Fort, we did a little study 
on its history. Although details were sketchy, 
we learnt that the Fort was built before 1600 
CE. The Tung Fort was first constructed 
during the Adil Shahi dynasty and after a 
series of conflicts, it was later captured by 
Shivaji. Despite being called a Fort, its main 
function was more of a watchtower that was 
built to guard the road to Pune City. The task 
of a watchtower was assigned to Tung mainly 
due to its elevation of 1075m above sea level 
providing easy visibility over a lot of areas in 
the Maval region – such as the Pawana and 
Mulshi valleys.

Fascinated by its rich history, we, a group of 
three cadets, started our trip from the SIMS 
Lonavala campus. The fact that none of us 
had ever climbed hills in our life, rest aside 
forts, was another highlight of this trip. The 
excitement of exploring a new place, that too 
so alien to us, was clearly visible on our faces.

Tung fort is located in a secluded area away 
from main traffic, so there were no buses or 
taxis plying on a regular basis. We decided to 
hire a local owner driven taxi to drop us to the 
Tungwadi village that was situated at the base 
of the fort. The journey took us around 80 
minutes. Also, being small in size compared 
to the other forts in the area, it was meant 
to hold no more than 200 soldiers at a time 
and wouldn’t have been able to defend itself 
on its own for an extended period of time. It 

was to act as a distraction during an invasion; 
providing the likes of Visapur and Lohagad 
Forts sufficient time to prepare themselves. 
Readers can check out the feature on Lohagad 
Fort in our 26th Issue of the Samundra Spirit.

When we arrived at the foot of the hill, the 
sight of the treacherous path ahead and the 
height of the fort gave us a mounting sense of 
foreboding if we would ever be able to reach 
the top! There were two points; the first stop 
is a watchtower and the second, a 100 degree 
vertical patch after the watchtower, which 
needed to be negotiated to finally reach the 
fort. 

Before we began our climb, we noticed a small 
temple for Lord Hanuman at the base and 
sought his blessings. His orange statue was 
carved out of a small rock. 

With a boost to our confidence given by that 
small prayer, we began our journey to the top. 
Along the way, there was a board providing 
interesting facts about the Tung Fort. We learnt 
that the Tung fort is also named as Kathingarh 
fort. The word “Kathin” in Hindi/ Marathi means 
difficult; suggesting that our journey won’t be 
easy for us. 

Somehow we gathered the courage and 
started. 

Historical Surrounding of 
SIMS: Tung Fort

Cdt. Rohit Singh
Cdt Aashish Bhoir
Cdt Ankit Tandon 
GME19
SIMS, Lonavala

Visapur FortLohagad Fort

Main entrance gate View of the path from the top

Twin forts view from top

View of top from first point
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The initial path had stairs that were well-laid 
out, but as we moved up, the passage became 
narrower as if we were walking on a cliff. To 
our relief, the weather was on our side.

It took us around 35 minutes to reach what 
we thought was the top; but it turned out to be 
just the base for the upper watch tower. The 
entrance was through an arch gate.

There was nothing much left of the structure 
of the fort. During numerous invasions, Tung 
fort had served as the guard tower to overlook 
upon the Bhor Ghat. 

By this time, drizzling started. It definitely 
added to the whole beauty of our little trek but 
at the same time made us worry a little about 
our safety. As time was flying by, we started on 
our last stretch of the climb. On reaching the 
top, we were mesmerized by the view around 
the fort.

On the east side we were able to make out 
the Tikona fort across the Pawana River and 
on the north side, the twin forts of Lohagad 
and Visapur were visible. The Pawana River, 
adorning the lush green belts, surrounds the 
Tung fort on three sides which makes the visit 
much more enjoyable during monsoons, when 
small waterfalls emerge out all around the fort. 
We learnt that the Tung Fort was surrounded 
by water on these side after the Pawana dam 
was built.

Luckily, we also had the chance to visit the 
caves during monsoons only. The top of the 
fort was marked by the temple of Devi Tungai.

By now, our taxi driver had been calling us 
repeatedly and moreover weather was getting 
worse so we decided to bid adieu to the fort 
and call an end to our adventure.  On the way 
down, we followed a different path and came 
across a small pond which was hidden by big 
rocks and trees – we later learnt that these 
were the reservoirs that provided water for the 
troops  back in the days.

On our way down, we very soon realized that 
going up had been much easier than coming 
down – due to the steep steps and the fear of 
falling down. 

It felt so good to learn about our surroundings 
and to see how beautiful nature could be. 
In today’s modern world, such forts and 
monuments are the one of the few places to 
remind one of  our nation’s heritage and history. 
In a single day, we learned so much, visited a 
place that couldn’t have been possible, if SIMS 
was not located at such a prime location. 

Crossword Puzzle

Across
3.    I gave left and right hand rule for 

generator and motor.
7.    I am a circuit breaker, generally operate 

with a range of 5-100A.
11.  EMF produced by ___ generator is AC 

type.
12.  I developed the world’s first current 

limiting circuit breaker in 1965.
13.  SOLAS wants the backup supply in 

____.
14.  I provide shock protection from leakage 

current.
15.  Regular or irregular variation of vtg. 

about a fixed DC vtg. level during steady 
state condition.

17.  ___ convertor manipulates the frequency 
for speed change in sync. motor.

21.  In an insulated earthed neutral sys. 
Double ___ fault is a big  problem.

22.  Rotating or static-type ___ is used for AC 
power generation sys.

25.  A semiconductor device, used for 
amplifying electronic signals.

26.  ____ currents flow in closed loops within 
conductors, in the planes perpendicular 
to M.F.

27.  I hinder the current flow.

Down
1.   I am the reason of magnetic field.
2.   You will need me while paralleling the 

alternators.
4.   I can be used across AC but not across 

DC.
5.   I have the presence of explosive gas-air 

mixture, continuously, for a long time.
6.   ___ protection, where gases in casing of 

rotating machines are displaced (by N2 
or CO2 generally) before power supply.

7.   I can measure the insulation resistance.
8.    ___ connection gives line vtg. 1.732 

times the phase vtg.
9.    I am used to actuate circuit breakers.
10.  ___ diagram shows interconnections 

of subcomponents of an individual 
component. I am a backup to MCCB for 
high short-circuit fault.

16.  I provide protection from reverse power.
18.  ___ is the difference b/w RMF speed and 

Rotor speed in induction motor.
19.  DC __ motors are not started on no-load 

condition.
20.  Continuous charging of batteries to 

overcome open circuit loss.
23.  I am semiconductor switching 

Answers

Across: 3. FLEMING 7. MCB 11. DC 12. TERASAKI 13. 45 SECONDS 14. RCCB 15. RIPPLE 
17. CyCLO, 21. EARTH 22. EXCITER 25. TRANSISTOR. 26. EDDy 27. RESISTOR

Down: 1. CURRENT 2. SyNCHROSCOPE 3. FUSE 4. CAPACITOR 5. ZONE0 6. EXP 7. MEGGER 
8. STAR 9. RELAy 10. CIRCUIT 16. RPR 18. SLIP 19. SERIES 20. TRICKLE 23. DIODE 24. RECTIFIER

1

8

9

24

26 23

11

21

615

14

7

19

27

16

25

12

13

3

18

17

2

22

420

10 5

Cdt. Utkarsh Rastogi
GME-19
SIMS, Lonavala
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Fuel systems for main propulsion 2 stroke 
engines on ships are designed for duel 
fuel capability. The term “duel fuel” here 
means that the engines can run on either 
heavy fuel oil or light diesel oil. This 
arrangement has been provided and can 
be used in case the main engine has to 
be stopped for a prolonged period of port 
stay or dry-docking. By changing over 
to a lighter fuel such as diesel oil, heavy 
maintenance can be undertaken on the fuel 
systems. Additionally, the engine operation 
is not affected in cold climates without the 
necessity of heating the fuel. However, 
for economy sake, the engine fuel system 
is changed over to Heavy fuel oil for 
long voyages. The ship is designed and 
installed with a fuel change over system to 
safely carry out either changing over from 
heavy oil to diesel oil or vice versa when 
needed. 

The following incident took place when the 
author was sailing as a second engineer on 
board an oil tanker that was fitted with a Sulzer 
RLB type of Main engine. While engineers were 
changing over the fuel from heavy to diesel oil 
just after manoeuvring was completed and 
vessel was underway, one of the fuel pump 
plunger of the main engine seized. 

Events leading to the incident:  The ship The 
ship was departing from a port for a voyage 

and the main engine was on diesel fuel. 
After the pilotage, the vessel was under way 
and ’full away’ was ordered from the Bridge. 
The engineers on watch started heating the 
diesel oil in the steam fuel heater, preparing 
to change over to heavy fuel at the appropriate 
time. When the fuel temperature reached 
about 80 degrees Celsius, the heavy fuel line 
was opened and diesel line was shut. After 
five minutes, the main engine RPM started 
fluctuating.

The watch keeper noticed that one of the 
fuel pumps was making noise and found the 
plunger to be moving erratically. 

Investigation: Both the second and chief 
engineers decided to lift the fuel pump plunger 
manually and keep running the engine at a 
lower RPM until the vessel had cleared narrow 
waters and reach a safe anchorage. The fuel 
was changed back to diesel oil, until the vessel 
had anchored safely. 

During the passage to anchorage, chief 
engineer, assisted by a second engineer 
started troubleshooting for the seizure of the 
plunger. Fortunately, to assist them, the ship 
was equipped with a fuel temperature/viscosity 
recorder. It was found that the temperature of 
the diesel oil was raised very quickly, causing 
differential expansion of the plunger and 
barrel of the fuel pump. This had caused the 

From the details provided and your 
knowledge about Steam turbines, 
please provide answers to the 
following regarding this case study:
1. What is the correct procedure of 

changing over fuel from Heavy oil to 
diesel oil and vice versa?

2.  What is the clearance between 
plunger and barrel of a Main Engine 
fuel pump?

3.  What is the purpose of ‘Mixing 
Column” provided in the fuel line?

Responses to previous case study “Refrigerant Loss in 
Domestic Refrigeration Circuit”: Issue 29 (April 2015) 

1.  What are the reasons for refrigerant‘s 
contamination with moisture?

a.  One possible commercial reason is 
that water may have been used along 
with the gas while filling up the bottle to 
increase its weight.

b.   After maintenance operations of 
refrigeration equipment, the drying of 
the system is insufficiently conducted.

c.  The system tightness is not optimum,  
leading to ingress of moisture through 
air.

d.  While running, compressor LP side 
should not run below 0.1 bar pressure, 
as it may go to the vacuum conditions  

scratching of the barrel by the plunger resulting 
in its seizure.

Corrective action: The seized fuel pump 
plunger and barrel were replaced with a new 
set, fuel pump timing was checked and ship 
resumed on her voyage after a five hour 
stoppage.

Extent of damage: 
1.  One set of fuel pump plunger and barrel 

was ruined.
2.  There was an unnecessary stoppage of 

five hrs. 
3.  Avoidable additional work was in¬curred 

by the ship’s engineers.
4.  There was a dangerous risk of losing 

engine power in congested waters. 

S.Viswanathan, Principal
SIMS, Lonavala

* We invite responses from our learned readers as to the causes and 
lessons learnt through this case study. Please send your responses to 
samundraspirit@samundra.com.

Fuel Injection Pump Seizure SIMS Ex-cadets Joined ESM-Managed Fleet 
During the Second Quarter

Thank you readers for the large number of feedback and responses on the  
previous case study. Here’s a compilation of the answers received: 

causing leaks in seals and joints  for 
moisture to enter the system.

e.  The ineffectiveness of silica gel in the drier 
may cause increased moisture content in 
the system. 

2. What precautions can be taken to prevent 
water contamination while charging? 
a. Driers are essential component for system 

protection.  Hence  the system should be 
charged through driers only.

b. Before charging, collect all the gases in 
the receiver and check the sufficiency of 
gases. Normally, receiver should be kept 
filled with liquid refrigerant to 20 to 30% 

capacity at full load and 60 to 70%, 
when the entire refrigerant is collected 
back in the receiver.

3. What malfunction is indicated by 
the frequent starting/stopping of the 
compressor?
a. This is due to short cycling, i.e., the 

restricted flow of refrigerant back to the 
compressor suction. This is caused by 
choking of either coils or leaking of the 
solenoid valve (magnetic valve).

b. Setting pressures for compressor  
running should be checked for its 
correctness.  Any wrong setting can 
lead to frequent start or stop of the 
compressor. 
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SIMS Ex-cadets Joined ESM-Managed Fleet 
During the Second Quarter

3O Mayank Srivastava
DNS 10

3O Robin Sunny
DNS 9

3O Manu P. Abraham
DNS 10

3O Shailesh S. Gupta
DNS 11

4E Jerin George
GME 12

3O G. Lokaratchahan
DNS 10

3O Ashish Madanlal
Sharma
DNS 10

3O Karan Dewan
DNS 11

3O Sarbjot Singh
DNS 11

4E Rahul Karippayil
GME 10

3O Kanish Uniyal
DNS 10

3O Janarthanan Nedumaran
DNS 9

3O Kumar Drigpal
DNS 8

3O Hareesh J. C. Nair
DNS 11

4E Malkeet Singh
GME 12

3O Sivakumar Soman
DNS 8

3O Gireesh 
Rashakrishnan

DNS 10

3O Tibin Skaria Mathew
DNS 9

3O Suraj Manhas
DNS 11

4E Jarnail Singh Sandhu
GME 11

4E Sudhir S. Kadam
GME 11

4E Vijin Babu
GME 10

4E Harinder Sangwan
GME 12

4E Suvakanta Sahoo
GME 10

3O Manmeet Singh Bharmi
DNS 11

3O Thushin B Hemalatha
DNS 9

3O Arun Sehrawat
DNS 11

3O Nitin Dixit
DNS 11

4E Danesh Kersi 
Khambata
GME 14

4E Ramesh Kumar
Kaswan
GME 11

4E Arjun Gopinathan
GME 11

4E Sanal Varengal
GME 11

3O Sandeep T. 
Sidharthan

DNS 10

3O Gurnoor Singh 
Chandhok

DNS 11

3O Athul Mavoli
DNS 11

3O Nithin S. Kuttipravan
DNS 11

4E Mandeep Singh
GME 10

4E Tinu Antony
GME 13

4E Jerald Antony Roosan
GME 11

4E Vivek Tripathi
GME 12

4E Parwinder Singh
GME 11

4E Aditya M. Lingolu
GME 19

3O Jaskaran Bir Singh
DNS 11

3O Don Pappachan
DNS 10

3O Suresh Choudhary
DNS 9

3O Vivek Bhaskaran Nair
DNS 9

3O Daljeet Singh Makkar
DNS 9

3O Kuljinder Singh
DNS 10

3O Devesh Kumar 
Tripathi
DNS 11

4E Nanda Kumar Ravi
GME 11

4E Shanon Thengil
GME 11

4E Shipipkumar Jentilal
Solanki
GME 10

4E Chandan Kumar
Singh
GME 8

4E Gurpartap Singh
GME 10

4E Rakesh N. 
Radhakrishnan

GME 12

4E Vikas Trivedi
GME 11
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Samundra Institute of Maritime Studies 
(SIMS) has hosted for the first time the 
Annual Lawn Tennis Championship from 
6th to 13th of May this year for its own 
cadets. Thanks to the sunny weather and 
the newly painted courts of SIMS, the 
players from the four houses of SIMS were 
given the appropriate atmosphere to play 
their best for this much awaited event.

More so, the 8-day event also provided the 

While the rest of the cricketing world was 
hooked to the Indian Premier League 
during the month of April, Samundra 
Institute of Maritime Studies, Lonavala, 
had its own star attraction for the summer 
in the form of the Inter-House cricketing 
championship. A game of cricket is always 
contested with fierce spirits in a country 
which has lifted the limited overs world 
cup twice in the past, but more so when 
the stakes are high. The final match saw 

Inter-House Lawn Tennis Tournament

Godavari House wins SIMS Cricket Championship

much needed break for other cadets from 
their academic life.  Crowds gathered in 
each and every game showing support for 
their respective houses.

Cadet Abhijeet Kumar of Ganga House 
reigned supreme in the singles final. Cadet 
Satyam Tiwari of Tapti House gave Abhijeet a 
run for his money on another game. In the end, 
Cadet Abhijeet won the over-all singles match 
and was awarded the champion trophy.

The disappointment in the singles tournament 
did not stop Cadet Satyam from winning the 
doubles, paired with Cadet Arjun. Given the 
importance of teamwork rather than individual 
brilliance for the game, Cadets Arjun and 
Satyam, both from Tapti house emerged as the 
over-all winners for the doubles game against 
stiff resistance from Cadets Vyom Jha and 
Sathish Kumar of Godavari house. 

Godavari house locking horns with Ganga 
house for a place in the pages of Samundra 
Institute’s cricketing history. 

It was Godavari house which won the decisive 
toss and elected to bat first. To their credit, the 
Ganga bowlers did a great job of restricting 
the batsmen to a not so impressive total of 69 
for 5 in the stipulated 10 overs – a very much 
gettable total. 

But the Godavari speedsters rose to the 
occasion and bowled out Ganga for a paltry 
52 runs in 9.1 overs, a whopping 17 runs 
short of the Godavari total. Every nuance of 
the gentleman’s game with its lovely twists 
and turns was on display throughout the 
championship. In the end it was quite a 
comfortable win for Godavari, wrapping up the 
championship match in style. 



I come to SIMS to see the training center which supplies crew to our 
fleet. I’m really impressed with the structure and the passion of the 

teachers. I thank Mr. Viswanathan for his introduction and his regards to 
us. I hope to send our crews here at SIMS for training and have a long-

term cooperation with SIMS

On behalf of TPL,
Mr. Le Ming Dung

Deputy General Director Marine
TPL Shipping

Today I visited SIMS as a chief guest to passing out parade of DNS-
18 batch. Really I am impressed by the campus and management. 
Its ecofriendly, well-maintained under the leadership of Principal S 

Viswanathan. Congratulations to founder, facilities and all concerned

All the best,
Mr Rajkumar Shinde

Additional Superintendent of Police,
Pune

Visitors’ Comments 
Second Quarter, 2015




